
 
 

 
 

SpinTopSigns Launches Patent-Pending Real Estate Sign 

Local Phoenix couple use their small business to bring big impact to the real estate industry. 
  
Phoenix, AZ – A local Phoenix couple is transforming the way realtors sell properties, by launching a 
patent-pending real estate sign that rotates customized property images and has a solar powered 
illumination feature.   
 
With the current real estate market booming throughout the Phoenix area during this Covid-world, 
prospective home buyers are being presented with homes for sale in new and unexpected ways. Open 
houses are decreasing in frequency, and realtors and brokers are having to re-invent how they market 
their listings.   
 
One of SpinTopSigns distinct features is a rotating topper that sits atop the real estate sign post. This 
gives home buyers an opportunity to see images of the property, while also learning key features of the 
home.   
 
Founders Zack and Erica Greenberg have long been interested in the real estate industry. Erica obtained 
her AZ real estate license in 2017 and received her first personalized "For Sale" signboard shortly 
thereafter.  At that time, she and her husband Zack, an engineer by trade, pondered over the fact that 
real estate "For Sale" signage had remained exactly the same for countless decades, and thus began 
their quest to reinvent the real estate sign.   
 
Their design concept took years to formulate and perfect. All aspects in form and function were 
considered in the design, focusing on quality, reliability, and effectiveness. Their primary objective was 
ensuring that buyers, sellers, agents and brokers all benefited from the new way to present homes for 
sale.  “Initially, we thought about it from the most basic level by asking each other, what is the purpose 
of a real estate sign?  When our answers were to draw attention to a “For Sale” property, highlight the 
listing agent, and help prospective buyers in their home search, we found a better way to accomplish 
each of those things” says co-Founder, Zack.  Adds Erica, “when prospective home buyers interact with 
our signs and smile as they spot a home feature that they love, I feel so much pride in knowing that 
we’ve also helped to make home hunting less burdensome, and more enjoyable!”  
 
Proud Arizonians, Zack and Erica now work tirelessly to introduce agents around the valley to a new and 
better way to advertise their listings and services.  The greatest reward is when realtors report how 
utilizing SpinTopSigns has elevated the home buying and selling experience.   
 
SpinTopSigns delivers and installs as soon as next day, and has one flat low rate of $59.99. Prominent 
real estate groups such as Keller Williams, Realty Executives and Home Smart have utilized 
SpinTopSigns.   
 



Zack and Erica live in the greater Phoenix area with their two children. They are proud small business 
owners and believe in support of all community-based businesses. Erica speaks often at industry related 
events and seminars in efforts to educate and empower real estate agents on marketing benefits.   
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Digital Assets:   
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cGSpbT3eGrlg9yCzCWNLQ3DQQ2I4JOKy?usp=sharing  
Branding 
Assets: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xb9qvgs0FOkR7WYoIypGqstHPFlWiKGL?usp=sharing  
For more information:   
www.spintopsigns.com  
info@spintopsigns.com   
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/spintopsigns/  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/spintopsigns/  
  
Media Contact:   
Amy Koenig   
Intellective Marketing Consultancy   
530-927-8032  
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